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Freenas plex update manually

Server version: FreeNas 11/ Free version of BSD11 player: 1.14.0.5465 Tired of waiting as much as 2 weeks to a month for ports to arrive for the Plex Pass update? (Yes, they tend to slack a bit on this) Want to manually update your PLEX Media Server (PMS) from the LATEST PlexPass
download Note: The steps below for Wardens are not the new IOCAGE, but I would assume the steps will be similar to the key here is to replace the old directory where PMS services are located with the new one.) Enter the host and then raise to root su-root 2.) Type: jls to view prisons
root@nameofhostmachine jls JID IP Address Hostname Way 1 PlexPass /mnt/teno/jails/PlexPass 2 Tautulli /mnt/teno/jails/Tautulli .3) Enter your prison through the host name of the prison, as shown below to intersize your prison. jexec PlexPass tcsh 4.) Stop PMS - This step is a must,
skipping it can break your build, you need to reinstall to fix the PMS service plexmediaserver_plexpass stop 5.) Go to the Plex cd installation/work catalog /usr/local/share/ 6.) Rename the current installation catalog in directoryname_old MV plexmediaserver-plexpass plexmediaserver-
plexpassold Note: FreenNAS is ported from FreeBSD 7.) Purchase the tarball file (as shown below), headline: a.) Under Plex Media Server, Choose FreeBSD as Platform b.) Make sure the Plex Pass switch is installed on On c.) Click the right download button and select the copy d.) link
address. Enter and paste the URL you just copied and then type, for example, bring (the item above, everything should be on the 1st line) 8.) Remove files from the tar.bz2 download file, such as resin -xf PlexMediaServer-1.2.0.27'---#c-freebsd-amd64.tar.bz2 9.) Rename the new folder,
created in the form of an extract file, to the original one, which we renamed in step 6 mv PlexMediaServer-1.2.0.27'-'#c plexmediaserver-plexpass 10.) Create a symbolic link (shortcut) to make sure the woven start/stop services are correct. ln-s/usr/local/share/plexmediaserver-plex/Plex
Media Server/usr/local/share/plexmediaserver-plexpass/Plex_Media_Server (the item above should be at number one) 11.) PmS plexmediaserver_plexpass 12.) Enter Plex and go to Settings' General to see if there has been an update to the S A V O Plex Media Server NAS and the
devices that I run Plex on freenas, and when freenas update their version, they push the latest stable plex update with their plugins. Right now, my version of the plexus server is about 5 months behind the normal plexus releases. what are the best recommendations: I have to either wait for
updates from freenas somehoe setting updated itself? Its up to you really @eliuha, IMHO you should always try to be in the last stable plex.tv but but makes it a little more complicated. You can, however, sh in the plexus of the prison and upgrades using pkgng or ports, which are usually
much more up to date, the freeNAS plugin is usually just a few days for plex.tv if not less. Thanks for the quick response! Can you provide a guide to something similar about how to do it? I use PMS_updater scenario here: you have to change the directory setup in the script if you haven't
used the plugin pbi and manually installed PMS in prison... 2 Loves eliuha: Thanks for the quick response! Can you provide a guide to something similar about how to do it? You can use the ssh or FreeNAS user interface to open the shell, then you can run: jls (list prison, and get ID/name
plex prison) jexec $ (ID) CSH Just use the ID you found above here. Note that you may need sudo/su here. Once in prison, you can just use the pkgng has you would use normally on FreeBSD, a few examples: pkg info Information about installed pkg packages install plexmediaserver



Install or update the plexmediaserver pkg update package of all ports that have new versions in the repository. The updated script, hosted, captures the tarball from plex.tv and overlaps the contents of the installation folder, but it does not use pkgng and therefore you have no information if
the port is installed or does not use system tools. 5 likes @NadoNate also offer a possible alternative, it will not use the system's own tool (such as pkg or ports), you will not be able to run pkg information and see the plexus installed. It loads the tarball from the plex.tv and overrides the
contents of the dir where the melons are installed. I prefer to have pkg to have whats installed in the system, but the script PMS_Updater still does what you ask so it might indeed be you solution. used pkg updates and then restarted the service with the service plexmediaservice stop and
the service plexmediaservice start looking good. Thanks for helping Hello, FreeNAS 11 here, with PMS 1.13.2.5154 PW 3.53.7 version. Newly installed prison with new iocage FreeNAS function. The download error too, a random playback error, on Apple TV with an autoupdated app or
Safari on Mac OSX, Google Chrome, Firefox, on Win or Mac or Linux or Unix... like the old standard prison with a server version of 1.12.2.4929. In an inexplicable-fukrandom situation, this Plex want to stop playing MY VIDEO. By doing so, I know that the update is not necessary, I have the
same identical situation randomly This theme was automatically closed 90 days after the last response. New answers are no longer allowed. Plex Media Server NAS - Device Server: 1.18.2.2058 Player Version: Plex says there is an available update (1.18.8.2527), but the latest version is
available on FreeNAS 1.18.2.2058. Does anyone else show a newer vacation in their plug-in store? Frinas has has been a little behind on releasing updates, but I feel like I've been on this version for a while. Are there any compatibility issues with all the new versions they don't think they
need to release the update? To be fair the only real problem I have is when I add new media PMS will not automatically detect it and I have to manually scan the library. I have exactly the same problem. Wondering if our installations are stuck in the update. I upgraded the prison to 11.3-
RELEASE-p7 as well. Afaik, this has something to do with the cycle update on these plugins. They are updated only quarterly. Very annyoing. How do I create a manual io cage that can be updated whenever Plex Media Server has a new update? That's what I'd like to know. MrMarbles:
Very annyoing. How do I create a manual io cage that can be updated whenever Plex Media Server has a new update? That's what I'd like to know. There are topics on the FreeNAS forums on how to do this. iXsystems community I try to check this thread about every 2 weeks, but I won't
respond to PMs for support. Please post in the stream so other people also help. Like a number of people who may be in the same case I was in, I went to Corral for Docker... It's even weirder than that, although the last plugin is 1.19.3.2843 (plexus and normal) I'm stuck at 1.18.3.2129
(released over 5 months ago) no matter what I'm doing it refuses to update or admit there's one. The moment I try to update the plugin it goes through some validation says no and then it all goes down and I have to roll back the snapshot, so it's something more here. iXsystems community I
got my Plex Media Server plugin updated. It wasn't exactly intuitive, so that's the process I followed. blog post that mentions an update from CLI. Update March 2020: ... It worked for me. This topic was automatically closed 90 days after the last response. New answers are no longer
allowed. Plex Media Server NAS and Device Server Version: Not sure (!) version for players: the latest on various platforms I have enjoyed Plex for over 7 years and a lifetime of plexing to go through over the past few years. Great job guys - really love it. I never found the Plex update easy,
and always found it quite confusing. I'm still running on FreeNAS 9.1.1 because I never understood the advantage of upgrading (which I believe is not simple) and it worked fine. I used to use PMSupdater to update the plexus, until last month when I followed the instructions here (How to
manually update PlexPass on FreeNAS/FreeBSD from the TAR file (ending freebsd-amd64.tar.bz2)) to update by switching folders. This is The update was an attempt to upgrade to PMS 1.17 - this is what I've considered running in recent weeks. My problem is that I got an email from Plex
saying I need to update and the customers have stopped working, but I'm not sure what version I'm running now and how I should update. FreeNAS Web GUI reports plug-in as Plexmediaserver Version: 0.9.8.6.175, PBI: plexmediaserver-0.9.8.6.175-amd64 in prison: plex_1. I've noticed
that this data isn't updated when I update the plugin. The Plex Web Ographic Interface reports the server version as 1.10.0.4523. Again, not the version I thought I was running, but I found it reliable in the past, so I wonder if my attempt to follow the manual update instructions on the
aforementioned forum post failed. So I'm hoping for some tips - any I probably need quite a bit of - but in essence: is there any reason to update freenas/does it make plexus updates easier, for example? what version of the plexus I actually work on, should I be concerned about the different
versions being reported and how should I update? Other info: Plex is pretty much the only thing NAS does (except for some basic file sharing). I have some great plexus libraries that I like to keep intact, which makes me nervous about upgrading/updating. Thank you very much, Andrew
@atompkin, I look a lot like a boat. Ran FreeNAS 11.1 for what I'm sure was a couple of years, at least almost exclusively for Plex. Updated here and there using PMS_Updater but just like you, always a bit confusing, and now with a request from Plex for an update I've found that none of
my approaches to the update worked any more. What I realized was that I could easily switch to FreeNAS 11.2 (I used this simple video - and then I needed to install the Plex plugin again in the new iocage taste of the prison. I realized that not only does my old Plex plugin work (and you
can manage it, turn it on and off, etc. through the Legacy interface at FreeNAS), but I have PMS 1.18 working nicely as well. So in theory I've updated something more up to date and I can use the FreeNAS plugin update option when I need to upgrade the server. So all is well, except I can't
work out how to move the database from my old version (1.12) to the new one (1.18)... The Plex documentation says simply copy the folder $JAIL'ROOT/var/db/plexdata/Plex Media Server/ from the old one and restore it to the same place in the new version prison. But the file system
seems to have changed for the FreeNAS 11.2 plugin, and the official documentation is not on foot. So I hope that my notes above can at least get you at the same time, someone much wiser and more experienced can drag us both to the point where we can watch things again rather than
spend days restoring libraries and metadata. My PMS 1.12 folder looks like cache, codeks, magazines, media, metadata, plug-in support and plug-in folders. I copied that I find the correct folder for PMS 1.18 on FreeNAS 11.2, which me /mnt/raid-array/iocage/jails/plex-plexpass/root/Plex
Media Server But I'm opening a new server and there are no libraries. I've been browsing forums for hours, trying to pull bits and pieces out of other people's cases and notes, but still unlucky. Everyone seems to suggest you just reset the database and you're fine. Hopefully you (and
others) might find my half solution useful, and this thread can finish the recovery and we can all get back to watching the anime. @semerton - sounds like we can share the need for information about the migration of databases from prisons to iocages if I really need to update Freenas.
Otherwise, you may have a separate problem. I avoided freenas upgrades because it works well, and if I did an update from 9.1.1 it looks to me like re-build from scratch might be the way to go and I have no idea how portable and secure my FS volumes will be during the recovery. Yes
good point, the upgrade point from 11.1 to 11.2 didn't touch my pool storage etc, but I think you need to investigate what happens from 9 to 11. But if you stay at 9 it seems like you need to manually update Plex all the time while at 11.2 you can use the graphical interface to update. Either
way, good luck! What's remarkable about this is how reliable your system was. It's a cause for celebration. The reason for the FreeNAS update is that the Plex Media Server package currently requires FreeBSD 11.2 or higher. Note that FreeBSD 11.2 became EOL in 2019. While you're
working on this, it's worth going to FreeNAS 11.3. If you're using PMSupdater to update Plex, the displayed version of the Freenas plug-in is no longer relevant. If the Plex Web ographic interface tells the server version as 1.10.0.4523, that's right. Looks like maybe the PMSupdater process
hasn't been successful. I upgraded from 9.x to 11.x and now (stupid?) to 12.x without breaking the storage pool. The warden's support was removed at 11.3. But the warden prisons created in 9.x have to operate up through 11.2. Because you're so far behind, I think the safest way is a little
confusing. Do you have at least a 64-bit processor and 8GB of RAM? This became a demand back around 9.3. (Do as I say, not the way I am because I still use 4GB of RAM at 12.1-NIGHTLY.) Update to 9.10 an update to 11.1-last update to 11.2-last Create or move on to a new style of
iocage prison upgrade to 11.3 - last I assume you've shared your media catalogs in the plug-in/prison for Plex. Where is your woven data stored? Is it inside the plug-in/prison storage itself, or is it shared with the plug-in/prison? If it is currently inside a plug-in/prison, it would be nice to bring it
out during the process. Therefore, it is independent of plug-in/prison and easier to handle in the future. You have another shoe boot from your CFS pool? I would just flag, as you said @Volts that FreeNAS 11.2 allows you to continue working as a prison warden so you can run an existing
Plex set and new at the same time. So you have minimal disruption, then when you're all up and running at 11.2 you could upgrade to 11.3 relatively painlessly. Awesome - thanks for your help here @Volts and current @semerton. Totally agree @Volts to answer each of your excellent
points: the stability of my system was great - the shame to touch it really now seems like the right upgrade or re-construction is being required forced by PMS new minimum requirements My latest plexus update was a non-PMSupdater attempt, which I agree looks like it failed and I stayed at
1.10 you're also in place, that the safe way of updating is confusing! An0dos on Reddit freenas community previously posted Possibly do 9.1 - 9.2.1.9 - 9.3 - 9.10 - 11. You could jump straight from 9.3 - 11. Joeschmuck on Community ixsystems says: You should be able to go to 9.3 and
then directly to 11 if you want to make .txz files. I think if I were you, I'd grab a new download device (assuming you use USB Flash) and upgrade it directly to 11 and then restore my config file. It should work normally. This option allows you to roll back in case you have a problem. Yes I
have an Intel i3-3220T 3rd Gen Core 2.8 Hz processor, which I believe is 64-bit. Considering this turns out to be a major recovery/update I'm looking for in upgrading this - the Asus P8H77-I motherboard with the 3rd Gen Core Socket 1155 and is compatible with i7s, Xeons, etc., so I'm trying
to get my head around whether Freenas can take advantage of the hyperbread/multiple cores, etc., and whether it's worth the upgrade... I don't have any performance issues today. The guide is welcome! I recently upgraded to 8GB of RAM, trying to follow the advice of joeschmuck using a
new USB download device and tried to recover my config at 11.3 - the update failed and I believe that removing the warden's support causes that to fail. Connected to an old USB download device and reached an instant rollback that was neat. Yes, I shared my media directories in the plug-
in/prison for Plex. I believe the plexus of data is stored in a plug-in/prison, but I don't know where and don't know how to bring it @semerton thanks for the idea of simultaneous plexus sets in prison and iocage at 11.2 - it sounds like a neat way to prove migration from prison to iocage. So I
think my remaining dilemma: the processor - I bother him and that I should bring the plexus database out of prison before doing anything else? - as a sensible approach ... I'll be doing some research in this FreeNas update - I choose: a) a confusing route with a series of extra steps from
9.1.1 to eventually current, starting with .txz files then switching switching up to 11.2 before I migrate to the iocage (sounds a lot of hassle and risk from each step without easy rollback) b) back to leapfrog to 11 on the 2nd download device, this time the restoration config at 11.2 before I
migrate to the iocage (less hassle but a little nervous about bringing the Plex database forward) to) start again with a fresh installation of 11.3 on a new boot device and Plex in a fresh iocage (sounds like the easiest but very nervous about The ability of FreeNas to sense and re-mount my
FS volumes (one pair of 2TB drives mirrored, and another 2TB drive unmirrored, and what I could lose (?) when Plex restores my library) d), maybe the option of © where I try to keep the Plex database in the back of my mind I also know that I've never bothered to mirror or back up my
device download since first build all those years ago... I should probably get that sorted out while I'm doing it all. What do people do? Thanks for all the tips - really appreciated! Hi all. I run 2 boxes w/freeNAS 11.3-U4 as w/last PMS on them. For those who just need to upgrade PMS, I found
a guide to updating PMS at 11.3, which is fast, easy and worked every time. virtual.mvp - February 22 20 The path to prison iocage changed in FreeNAS 11.3. This post shows a new way, but the instructions are exactly the same as they were on FreeNAS 11.2. Download the newest Plex
update through Ple... For those who are still on FreeNAS 9.3 I recommend a complete new FreeNAS 11.3 installation. My brother was in the same situation still running 9.3, he did a clean installation of 11.3, imported his storage volume and settings and then installed the PMS plugin and all
is well. For a clean 11.3 installation I recommend removing the current download drive, and then using a new, small SSD, the download will be much faster. You can save all your settings from 9.3 set to flash drive to make getting a new 11.3 set to where you were, there are guides on the
internet that will help. Good luck and enjoy. Route update I took: the processor I'm going for a modest upgrade to the i5-3570s, which I hope will at least double processor speed and a quieter non-fund fan with it I found that plexus database is already out of jail - so there was nothing to do
there on the update I eventually went with the fresh installation 11.2, which I loaded my config in, but the plexus of the prison warden that was set up was not functioning (issue permits), so instead of smashing the prison permit I left it alone and performed a new installation Plex and
migration data - which was surprisingly easy to do. I added a second USB inner tail and mirrored USB device download - pretty easy to do, but with one workaround You need to wipe the USB manual due to an error with the function of adding a boot pool. So, anyone else is thinking about
upgrading 9 to 11 is basically Plex I recommend the new installation and migration of the Plex database. Thank you for the advice... hopefully I'll get another 7 years out of it now! Andrew 1 As you like manually update plex freenas 11.2. install plex update manually freenas. manually update
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